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Outline

• 1. Water ice in the lunar permanently shaded regions (PSRs)

• 2. Water, mostly OH, in lunar pyroclastic deposits near equator

• 3. Oxygen in oxygen-rich hematite (Fe2O3), solar illuminated

All detections were driven by critical science questions!



1. Water ice in lunar PSRs



• Moon Mineralogy Mapper (M3) data (~0.5 – 3 µm, 70 – 280 m/pixel)

• Ice has unique Infrared absorption features compared with typical lunar materials

– Detection criterion 1: absorptions near 1.3, 1.5, and 2.0 µm

– Detection criterion 2: the blue slope of ice spectra

Detections of surface (Optical Depth) ice on the Moon



Detections of ice in PSRs

Ice exposures are patchy (~5% cold traps). Up to 30 wt.% ice inferred from IR absorptions

Li et al., 2018, PNAS



Other ice indices at our ice detections

Li et al., 2018, PNAS

LOLA albedo
Diviner annual maximum 

temperature LAMP UV band ratio

All indicate the presence of ice



IR features of lunar surface exposed water ice
• The 1.5 µm absorption shifts 0.05 µm (TWO M3 bands) towards longer wavelength

North pole

South pole

Li et al., 2018, PNAS Schriver- Mazzuoli et al., 2000, JMS

Moon ice was condensed from 
a vapor phase?!
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Estimating ice masses based on assumptions

• The ice layer may be thicker than the sensing depth (~mm)

– Otherwise, they can be destroyed easily by impacts

• Thinner than the Mini-RF sensing depth (~m)?

– 30 wt.% ice layer thicker than 1 m should have been seen by Mini-RF (Thompson et al., 2011)

– Ice can be heterogenous vertically. More ice buried deeper than 1 m?

Hermite, Rozhdestvenskiy, Haworth, Shoemaker, 

Faustini, and Sverdrup:

• ~103 (1 mm) – 106 (1 m) tons ice (each PSR)
10s – 100s MT in each pole



2. Water (mostly OH) in lunar pyroclastic 
deposits



Estimating lunar surface water from M3 data

• IR absorptions near 3 μm bands correlate the absolute water content:

Li and Milliken, 2017, Sci. Adv.

No M3 coverage



Enhanced hydration level at pyroclastic deposits

Li, 2016; Li & Milliken, 2017;  Milliken & Li, 2017Pyroclastic deposit locations are from Gaddis et al., 2003

- 100 ppm

Up to ~0.05 wt.%
Mostly OH?



Water in pyroclastic deposits

~106 tons water, a ~1000 km2 deposit

Process ~2000 kg soils to collect 1 L water

Other resources such as Ti, Fe, REE, solar energy

>650 oC to extract > 80% water
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3. Oxygen in lunar hematite (Fe2O3)



Lunar hematite (Fe2O3): resources for O and Fe

Mostly on the nearside, illuminated crater walls, ~10 wt.%
Li et al., in prep.

Detections are based on the unique IR absorption of hematite centered near 850 nm.



Summary

• Water in pyroclastic deposits and water ice in PSRs are important resources 

for future exploration.

– Thickness of the ice deposits in the PSRs is not well constrained.

• Oxygen-rich hematite (Fe2O3) (Li et al., in prep.) can be important sources 

for oxygen.

• Science returns for visiting any of these regions are extremely high.

• Knowledge gaps: 

– How are we going to mine/extract these resources?

– Whether it is worth to utilize them on the Moon compared with bringing or utilizing 

them on Earth?


